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We aim to be the pre-eminent provider of quality building services 
solutions and the best to work with, in the view of our clients, partners and 
colleagues.  We believe in a sustainability led approach to design for the 
benefit of our clients and the world we live in. 
 
It is our ultimate goal to work closely with our fellow professionals and 
clients to minimise carbon emissions and to deliver a better environment 
for us all to live in. 
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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 General 

The Utilities Report has been prepared in support of a revised full planning application for the redevelopment of the 
Former Territorial Army Site at 65-69 Parkhurst Gardens, London N7. This application is a resubmission of a full planning 
application (ref: P2013/4950/FUL) which was submitted to the London Borough of Islington in December 2013 for a 
comprehensive redevelopment of the site to provide a residential development. The application was refused by the 
Council as such an appeal was lodged by the developer. The appeal (ref: APP/V5570/A/14/2227656) was dismissed in 
September 2015 because of the effect of the proposal on specific parts of the local character and appearance, and 
neighbouring amenity.  
 
This revised application addresses the specific concerns identified by the Inspector, by reducing the scale of development 
on the western and eastern boundaries of the site. The previous scheme was found to be acceptable in all other respects 
(including in relation to utilities) and the Development Plan for the site remains the same as it was at the time of the 
appeal; therefore, this assessment should be read in the context of this background. 
 
The site details are as follows: 
 
65-69 Parkhurst Road, 
Islington, 
London, 
N7 0LP 
 
Co-ordinates: OS X (Eastings) 530283 
OS Y (Northings) 185722 
 

1.2 Background 

As urbanisation intensifies, demand on the UK utility infrastructure increases over time.  As a result, the early planning 
and co-ordination of utility infrastructure services is paramount. 
 
TUV SUD Wallace Whittle has been appointed by Parkhurst Road Limited to identify existing infrastructure requiring 
diversion or protection and obtain quotations from the incumbent operators to supply the proposed development. 
 
Investigations into the relevant utility companies’ apparatus in the vicinity of the site have been undertaken. Applications 
to these utility companies for new connections have and will be carried out for the diversion of existing utility infrastructure 
in or affecting proximity to proposed development. 
 
Collated utilities information from various infrastructure sources has been provided and summarised for the following 
below ground mechanical and electrical engineering services: 
 
 Electricity 
 Water  
 Drainage 
 Gas 
 Telecommunications 
 
Preliminary findings from the utility infrastructure searches and details / drawings of existing services included within this 
report have been based on information received from the various statutory service providers. 
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There may be further unidentified services therefore an underground services radiography survey will be carried out prior 
to any construction works to assist in verifying the precise location of buried underground services as the accuracy of the 
information from the statutory authorities cannot be relied upon. 
 
The information contained within this report should be read in conjunction with the Below Ground Drainage Strategy 
prepared by Civil and Structural Engineer. 
 

1.3 Infrastructure Considerations 

When reviewing the effects and the needs of utility infrastructure on a proposed new development, diversions / 
accommodation and new connections / reinforcement need to be considered. 
 
Consultations need to be undertaken with local utility asset owners who may have apparatus in and around the site. This 
allows strategies to be developed which can ensure a proposed scheme can be accommodated within the local 
infrastructure network in order defined scopes of work can be prepared with associated costs. 
 
Thames Water have advised following consultation that the current water supply capacity associated with this site may not 
be of sufficient size.  Therefore, it is expected that reinforcement works will be required which will be understood further 
during the following design stages and early engagement with Thames Water. 
 

1.3.1 Diversions 

Applications have been made to a number of known utility operators within the area of the site. A number of the utility 
companies having assets within, or adjacent to, the Parkhurst Road development have been identified.  Records for 
installations have been retrieved and charted for discussion with respect to impact appraisals. 
 
The following utility service providers and operators have responded to our request and advised they have identified 
assets within the vicinity which may be impacted by the scheme. 
 
 Electricity - UKPN 
 Gas - National Grid Gas 
 Water - Thames Water 
 Telecoms - BT 
 
A number of other operators have assets around the site boundary which are not anticipated to be relocated. Due to the 
number services on the site we would propose the site is surveyed to identify locations of recorded and unrecorded 
services.  
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1.4 Project Description  

The scheme consists of the demolition of existing buildings and erection of new buildings to deliver 96 new residential 
homes (use class C3) in a mix of unit sizes together with associated cycle parking, car parking, highways, landscaping 
and infrastructure works.  Proposals for centralised plant areas have been developed with the Design Team where it is 
proposed that all new incoming infrastructure supplies will be distributed to.  Services distribution from the centralised 
plant areas will be distributed to each dwelling via a series of vertical risers either in the communal cores or in individual 
dwelling risers. 

 
Figure 1.1: Red Line Site Boundary 

 

 
Figure 1.2: Site Ariel View 
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2.0 Details of Existing Utilities 

2.1 Water Services 

All existing water supply pipework, plant and equipment within the site boundary shall need to be removed to allow for the 
demolition of the existing buildings. The existing water connections into the site shall be stripped back to the site boundary 
once the relevant services have been decommissioned.  
 
Disconnection Notices shall need to be applied for from Thames Water. Supplies shall be isolated at a local Thames 
Water stop valve in Parkhurst Road adjacent the site by Thames Water as necessary.  
 
Thames Water have advised that their records have not been mapped to show their existing apparatus in the vicinity of 
65-69 Parkhurst Site and therefore it is advised that a radiography trace of the existing services is carried out at an early 
stage. 
 
Once identified, existing water connections into the site shall be stripped back to the site boundary once disconnection 
notices have been served and relevant services have been decommissioned.  
 
Existing Thames Water mapping information has been provided for the mains along Parkhurst Road.  Utility trunk water 
mains currently routed along Parkhurst Road are indicated as 90mm HPPE pipework as shown in Figure 2.2. It was also 
advised that this main is of insufficient capacity thus reinforcement works will be required. 
 

 
Figure 2.1: Thames Water Map Key 
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Figure 2.2: Extract from Thames Water Record Information 

 
It is assumed that a New Fire Hydrant will be are required to serve the site. This will be agreed with the Fire Officer and 
Building Control.  Currently, an existing fire hydrant is located on Parkhurst Road as shown in Figure 2.2. 
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2.2 Electrical Services 

The regional electricity company’s assets data maps indicate existing apparatus and high voltage (HV) and low voltage 
(LV) cabling on the site and within close proximity to the site boundary. This existing apparatus and cable distribution 
within the site boundary will need to be isolated and removed or diverted as necessary to make way for demolition and 
then construction of the proposed new development.  The electrical distribution indicated on UKPN’s asset records show 
LV and HV network cables running south of the site from a local transformer. Proposals have been included in the 
scheme to house a new substation to meet the requirements of UKPN. 
 

 
Figure 2.3: Extract from UKPN records 

UKPN LV Ducts to be relocated 
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2.3 Telecommunications 

The asset data maps from BT Openreach, Virgin Media, BSkyB, Cable & Wireless, Vtesse and Atkins Global have been 
requested. BT and Virgin Media have shown distribution and apparatus on or in close proximity to the site. It would appear 
that BT currently have existing supplies serving the site which shall require isolation and termination. All existing cabling 
running within the site boundary shall be removed.  
 

 
Figure 2.4: Extract from BT record Information. 
 

 
Figure 2.5: Extract from Virgin Media Record Information 
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2.4 Gas Services 

All existing gas service pipework, plant and equipment within the site boundary shall need to be removed to allow for the 
demolition of the existing buildings following disconnection notices.  
 
Disconnection Notices shall need to be applied for from Transco. Supplies shall be isolated at a boundary by Transco as 
necessary.  Existing gas service mains are currently routed around and serving existing properties to be demolished on 
the site.   
 
The main sizes from the National Grid asset information show 63mm PE pipework in Parkhurst Road and 32mm PE 
pipework entering the site boundary. 
 

 
Figure 2.6: Extract from National Grid Record Information 
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Figure 2.7: Extract from National Grid Record Information 
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3.0 Proposed New Utility Services 

3.1 Introduction 

The Parkhurst Gardens Design team understand that early coordination and detailed programming of utility services 
connections is paramount in ensuring supplies are installed and operational for developments so available on time. It is 
also equally important that primary plant locations requiring utility connections have been carefully coordinated with the 
Design Team to allow for ease of installation and future maintenance which meets the requirements of the utility provider. 
 
Plant locations have been agreed which due regard to the location of existing services and apparatus in the adjacent 
highways.  Highways are usually congested with large services and street furniture. When planning a building’s utility 
intake positions it is recommended that service intake positions are on an elevations which are not on a primary roads. 
However, Parkhurst Gardens has limited opportunity to do so as the site layout is ‘enclosed’ with access to utilities only 
from Parkhurst Road.  Section 4 of this report shows proposed utility intake positions. 
 

3.2 Future Proofing Utility Services 

The Design Team understand that when planning new utility service connections to the site that the associated internal 
plant layout should allow for future maintenance, replacement and connections for either the current or future tenants.   
 
It is also understood that the London Borough of Islington have a clear policy on the future provision of connecting to a 
potential District Heating Network which may be provided in the area.  Therefore, the design for this project have included 
in the space planning for a future connection to a District Heating Network. This has been researched and currently there 
is not a suitable network to connect into. However, future proofing plant space has been allowed for in the plant room 
should a scheme become available. The proposed development will have dedicated plant space that would allow for a 
district heating pipe work connection (as per Islington’s requirements) to be routed to the centralised site heating 
plantroom. Capped connections will be available for future connection to a District Heating Network. 

 
 

Figure 3.1 – Future proof plant location plan 
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3.3 Water Services 

A new incoming mains water service will be provided to connect to a dedicated wholesome water distribution system from 
a Thames Water external district main in Parkhurst Road.  The wholesome water service will be metered by Thames 
Water at the site boundary to satisfy the wholesome water requirements of the main residential development.  
 
The existing water main located in Parkhurst Road is of insufficient size thus will require reinforcement works to the 
network within the area. Quotations will be obtained from Thames Water to give accurate evaluations for the cost impact 
and any impact from carriageway closures. 
 
A mains cold water main will be laid in the ground from the bulk water meter at the site boundary and enter the Tankroom 
at Parkhurst Gardens at ground level. Connections from this incoming main will be provided to serve the dwelling bulk 
water storage tank, landlord services and potential non-potable irrigation plant. 
 
Domestic cold water services will be designed to comply with the requirements of the Water Regulations, the Health and 
Safety Executive guidance on control of Legionella and BS EN 8558. All installation works, fittings and potable water 
systems will be Water Regulation Section 4 Compliant.  All pipework and fittings will have up to date certification with 
either be WRAS, KIWA or Kitemarked BSI approved. 
 
An Existing Fire hydrant is located on Parkhurst Road to the south of the site. It is assumed a new hydrant will be 
provided within the site via a new connection from the Thames Water infrastructure in Parkhurst Road. 
 

3.4 Electrical Services 

Agreement with UK Power Networks (UKPN) will be sought for the diversion and provision of new services to serve 
Parkhurst Gardens site and potentially to adjacent premises. It is proposed that the development will derive it’s supply 
from the Independent Distribution Network Operator (IDNO) 11kV supply. An IDNO transformer will step down the voltage 
to be distributed around the development. IDNO approved distribution boards will distribute metered supplies to end 
consumers, being residents of dwellings. Local consumer units within the dwellings will distribute power within each 
dwelling. 

 
Figure 3.2 – Typical built-in UKPN Sub station detail 
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A secondary (life safety) supply will be required to provide emergency backup power to life safety systems. It is proposed 
that both the primary and secondary supplies shall be derived from the same substation with the distribution cables 
following diverse routes to the life safety loads. This proposal requires confirmation of acceptance from building control in 
lieu of Standby Generation. 
 

3.5 Telecommunications 

Communication and media companies (BT and Virgin Media) will establish network connections to local infrastructure and 
distribution platforms for high speed fibre and copper networks to serve the proposed new development. 
 
Communication systems will be provided to each dwelling via a blown fibre network in accordance with BT Openreach 
standards including suitability approved underground service ducts and inspection chambers.  BT will be provided with a 
dedicated room to house their fibre incoming network frames. 
 

3.6 Gas Services 

A Gas network supply will be provided to serve Parkhurst Gardens. Provision for a natural gas supply will be provided 
within a gas meter room to serve the primary heating plant.  
 
Gas services shall be designed in accordance with The Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998 and GIRS 
registered design. 
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4.0 Proposed New External Services Layout 
The following provides proposed new utility services supplies routes to serve Parkhurst Gardens. 
 

 
Figure 4.1 – Propose new incoming utility services 
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